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ABSTRACT

3. SIP SOLUTIONS TRIALED

With increased demands to remain connected and accessible to
business telephony networks regardless of geographical location,
Small-Medium Enterprise (SME) businesses need a remotely
accessible digital telephony system that can be quickly
implemented and is scalable. A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
system can be designed and implemented to accept remote
connections, giving it remote access capability. With such
capability, an SME business telephony network is accessible by
users or employees from remote locations by means of Internetconnected compatible SIP clients. SIP servers are available across
common operating system platforms, and SIP being nonproprietary protocol, SIP clients are independent from SIP servers.

SIP servers trialed were Asterisk (on Linux), AXON Virtual PBX
(on Windows), and 3CX Phone System (on Windows). SIP clients
were compatible hardware-based and software-based SIP-capable
phones.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
The SIP server resides within an Internet-connected business
network. SIP clients may connect from within business local
networks (both wired and wireless) or from remote geographical
locations by means of an Internet connection. The SIP server may
use FXO adaptors and/or telephony boards to connect to a Public
Switched Telephony Network (PSTN), where it receives calls
from, and sends calls to, external phones.
The remotely accessible SIP system design is as shown in Figure
1 below.
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1. INTRODUCTION
SIP is an increasingly popular non-proprietary VoIP protocol. An
SIP system can be designed and implemented to accept remote
connections, giving it remote access capability. Access to a
remotely accessible SIP system enables an SME business to scale
its telephony network, allowing its employees to remain
connected regardless of geographical locations. Employees can
remain connected to the SME’s telephony network while on the
move. This also opens opportunity for partial or full remote calls
attendance.

2. METHODOLOGY
A remotely accessible SIP system can be quickly configured and
deployed using the Rapid Implementation approach. Similar
methodology is often used in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
solution deployments.

Figure 1: SIP System Design

An SME business can start to realize SIP system beneﬁts quickly,
spend less money and staff time on the project, and possibly have
fewer business disruptions during the implementation.

5. RESULTS
Remote access was established from SIP clients to the SIP server
regardless of geographical location. All connected clients behaved
as if they were in the same location. Users remained connected
and accessible through use of portable SIP clients while on the
move.
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6. CONCLUSION
An SIP system can be configured and deployed to accept remote
connections, giving an SME business access flexibility and
remote connectivity to its telephony network. This system can be
quickly implemented and is scalable to enable expansion of its
user base, regardless of geographical locations, through its remote
access capability.
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